The problem of quarkonium production in heavy ion collisions presents a set of unique theoretical challenges -from the relevant production mechanism of J/ψ and Υ to the relative significance of distinct cold and hot nuclear matter effects in the observed attenuation of quarkonia. In these proceedings we summarize recent work on the generalization of non-relativistic Quantum Chromodynamics (NRQCD) to include off-shell gluon (Glauber/Coulomb) interactions in strongly interacting matter. This new effective theory provides for the first time a universal microscopic description of the in-medium interaction of heavy quarkonia, consistently applicable to a range of phases such as cold nuclear matter, dense hadron gas, and quark-gluon plasma. It is an important step forward in understanding the common trends in proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus data on quarkonium suppression. We derive explicitly the leading and sub-leading interaction terms in the Lagrangian and show the connection of the leading result to existing phenomenology.
Introduction
Calculations of quarkonium production encounter hierarchies of momentum and mass scales, which allows for the construction of effective filed theories (EFTs) that can reduce theoretical uncertainties and improve computational accuracy. The established theory of the J/ψ and Υ families' production and decays is non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [1] . More recently matching onto the effective theory and the renormalization group equations for NRQCD were investigated, leading to velocity renormalization group NRQCD (vNRQCD) [2] and potential NRQCD (pNRQCD) [3] .
Quarkonium production in heavy ion collisions remains a multiscale problem. In spite of recent phenomenological advances, a fully coherent theoretical picture of quarkonium production at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has not yet emerged. In proton-nucleus (p+A) collisions, where QGP is less likely to be formed, attenuation of the J/ψ and Υ states similar to the one in nucleus-nucleus (A+A) collisions is seen, though the magnitude is smaller. The CMS collaboration found evidence that even in high multiplicity proton-proton (p+p) collisions the Υ(2S ) disappearance as a function of the hadronic activity (N tracks ) in the event. Differential ψ , χ c and Υ suppression was also experimentally found at RHIC [4, 5] in d+Au reactions. There is an opportunity to further develop microscopic QCD approaches that describe this quarkonium physics in nuclear matter and that will facilitate the quantitative determination of the transport properties of the QGP and the hadron gas. With this motivation, we summarize the development of an EFT for J/ψ and Υ production in reactions with heavy nuclei [6] .
Challenges to energy loss phenomenology
Before we proceed to the formulation of a generic effective theory of quarkonium production in matter, we have to explore whether medium-induced radiative processes might contribute significantly to the modification of quarkonium cross sections in reactions with nuclei. It was suggested [7] that such effects can reduce the cross section of high transverse momentum J/ψ production at the LHC [8, 9] . In order for energy loss processes to contribute significantly to the modification of quarkonium cross sections in QCD matter, quarkonium production must be expressed as fragmentation of partons into the various J/ψ and Υ states. This is possible within the leading power factorization approach to QCD. [8] as a function of transverse momentum p T for minimum bias collisions. Right panel: comparison between theory and ATLAS data [9] as a function of centrality integrated in the p T region of 9-40 GeV.
To calculate the baseline J/ψ and ψ(2S ) production we use an extraction of the non-perturbative longdistance matrix elements (LDMEs) consistent with LP factorization, as given by Ref. [10] . The energy loss evaluation is carried out in the soft gluon emission limit of the full in-medium splitting kernels [11, 12, 13] . We find that the energy loss approach overpredicts the suppression of J/ψ in applicable p T > 10 GeV range by a factor of 2 to 3 in both minimum bias and central collisions. The most important discrepancy, however, is in the relative medium-induced suppression of ψ(2S ) to J/ψ in matter as shown in Figure 1 . The purple bands correspond to variation of the coupling between the parton and the medium of g = 1.7 − 1.9. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the double nuclear modification ratio as a function of p T compared to CMS data [8] . The right panel of Figure 1 shows the same ratio as a function of the number of participants N part. and the transverse momenta are integrated in the range of 9-40 GeV. The energy loss model predicts smaller suppression for the ψ(2S ) state when compared to J/ψ and R AA [ψ(2S )]/R AA [J/ψ] ∼ 1.1. The experimental results show that the suppression of the weakly bound ψ(2S ) is 2 to 3 times larger than that of J/ψ and the tension between data and the calculations is inherent to the theoretical model.
Non-relativistic QCD with Glauber gluons
When an energetic particle propagates in matter, the interaction with the quasiparticles of the medium is typically mediated by off-shell gluon exchanges. When the momentum exchanges correspond to forward t-channel scattering with momentum scaling q µ G ∼ (λ 2 , λ 1 , λ 1 , λ 2 ) we call such modes Glauber gluons. The new EFT which incorporates Glauber interactions, we refer to as NRQCD G . When the sources of interaction do not have large (three-)momentum component [14] , the exchange gluon field's momentum can scale as
and we call them Coulomb gluons. As a next step we work out the scaling of the Glauber and Coulomb fields A µ G/C . It depends on the source of in-medium interactions -collinear, static, or soft -and is summarized in Table 1 .
n.a. n.a. We can now construct the Lagrangian of NRQCD G by adding to the vNRQCD Lagrangian the terms that include the interactions with medium sources through virtual Glauber/Coulomb gluons exchanges. It takes the form:
where in the background field method the effective field A Table 1 to keep the leading contributions. This approach is also known as the background field method. 2. A hybrid method, where from the full QCD diagrams for single effective Glauber/Coulomb gluon insertion, and after performing the corresponding power-counting, one can read the Feynman rules for the relevant interactions. 3. A matching method where we expand in the power-counting parameter, λ, the full QCD diagrams describing the interactions of an incoming heavy quark and a light quark or a gluon. To get the NRQCD G Lagrangian, we then keep the leading and subleading contributions and focus on the dominant contributions in forward scattering limit. In contrast to the hybrid method, here we also derive the tree level expressions of the effective fields in terms of the QCD ingredients.
We are now ready to write the leading and subleading correction to the NRQCD G Lagrangian in the heavy quark sector from virtual (Glauber/Coulomb) gluon insertions, i.e. L Q−G , :
and
where we use squared brackets in order to denote the region in which the label momentum operator, P µ , acts. We find that to lowest order (LO) the modification in the leading Lagrangian, L (0) Q−G/C , is independent of the momentum scaling of the quasiparticles of the QCD medium. In contrast, at next-to-leading order (NLO) the distinction is manifested in the subleading Lagrangian, L 
Conclusions
Motivated by the commonality in the J/ψ and Υ suppression trends in high-multiplicity p+p, p+A, and A+A reactions and the challenges that quarkonia present to traditional energy loss phenomenology, we extended non-relativistic QCD to include Galuber/Coulomb gluon interactions in nuclear matter [6] . We derived the NRQCD G leading and sub-leading Lagrangians for a single virtual gluon exchange using three different approaches: i) a background field method, ii) a matching (with QCD) procedure, and iii) a hybrid method. All three methods give the same Lagrangian as a non-trivial check of our results. In the future we can extend this work to double virtual gluon interactions with minimal effort in the background field method.
In Ref. [6] we focused on the formal aspects of of NRQCD G , leaving phenomenological applications for future investigation. Still, we note that the collisional dissociation rates of quarkonia employed in [15, 16] correspond to the lowest order Lagangian of the new theory with an averaging to a color neutral final state. Using this EFT, it will be informative to study the modification of the heavy quark-antiquark potential due to medium interactions. Furthermore, interactions with the medium could induce radial excitations on a short time scale, which will likely cause transitions from one quarkonium state to another. Medium-induced transitions from and to exited states might also modify the observed relative suppression rates or ground and excited states.
